In the Student Spotlight section, you will find coverage of the College’s first Cougar Cool Down, a feature about PHLS students Alexis Moisuic and Quentaxia Wrighting receiving Undergraduate Research Travel Fellowships and an article about the College’s SGA representative Meghan Galvan.

In the Noteworthy section, you will find a feature on the College being named a Pride Partner, coverage of the Cultural Wellness Week and an article on the Teacher Education Research Symposium where teacher candidates presented the results of their teaching inquiry research studies.

In the Faculty Focus section, you will find coverage of Lorraine Reitzel’s Taking Texas Tobacco Free project, an article about Dawn Westfall’s involvement with TEA on the ELAR TEKS revisions, a feature from UH Magazine on Sarah Mire’s research on autism spectrum disorder and an article by Cathy Horn on the benefits of diversity when training the workforce.

In the Alumni Profile section, you will find features on the work and accomplishments of College alumni Paul Gray, Cydney Peters and David Wang.

In the Upcoming Events section, you will find events such as the Peach Bowl, New Year Holiday, Martin Luther King Day, and TAFE.

In the Support Scholarships section, you will find information on supporting scholarships.